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N ew Ad Campaign
M a rkets to “Curious,
Fl ex i bl e ” S t u d e n t s

By Kaitlyn Sudol and Patrick Cassels

Four hundred thousand dollars and 18
months of planning came to a head Tuesday
afternoon as students and faculty at Purchase
got their first look at the newly redesigned
Purchase website and recruitment materials.
The 90 minute presentation featured short
introductions by President Thomas Schwarz
and Vice President Margaret Sullivan.
However, the most important part of the after-
noon’s proceedings was the presentation given
by Ronald Ladouceur, the creative director and
senior vice president of Media Logic, the com-
pany behind Purchase’s new “brand.”

With the majority of students now discov-
ering colleges via the internet, a redesign of the
highly inefficient Purchase website was crucial.
But a website redesign was only half the prob-
lem; Purchase needed an entirely new market-
ing plan, a brand that reflected not the sterile
persona of a SUNY school, but rather the

vibrant energy and offbeat community con-
tained within the Purchase campus.

Media Logic spent time meeting with focus
groups and communicating directly with stu-
dents in order to hone in on what exactly makes
Purchase unique. Using images and text that
contain just enough edginess for the average
student to lovingly mock the brand while secret-
ly relating to it, this new representation of
Purchase College is something that seems to
reach out to each of the different types of stu-
dent that find comfort in Purchase, an appeal to
“Think Wide Open.”

Working with Media Logic, the PSGA
strove to ensure that this new tag line and all
that goes with it would be something that truly
reflected the student body at Purchase rather
than an idealized image of what the company
thought Purchase was like. Proposed drafts
were scrutinized by students in order to weed
out contrived words like “artsy” and an overem-
phasis on athletics.

While some of these battles were lost
(Athletics still has a prime spot in the recruit-
ment brochure), the final design took many of
the student suggestions into account, leaving
us with a brand decidedly Purchase--for better

or for worse.  The new materials even devote
an entire page to making light of the (in)famous
Purchase bricks, attributing the dubious design
to the modernist movement in which the cam-
pus was built.

Just how  “Purchase” this new approach is
may be cause for some contention with stu-
dents: the use of phrases like “flexible and curi-
ous,” “a little unsure,” “still exploring,” and
“seeking alternate paths” have inspired homo-
erotic jokes are a good gauge that the new
materials mirror the attitude of our student
body.

The reaction to the website will be mixed,
as all things are at Purchase College.  That in
itself is a good indicator that the brand has suc-
ceeded. Anything that is universally liked by
Purchase students really isn’t Purchase, by
definition. Still, its initial goals of making
Purchase seem inviting to prospective students
have been met as well.  The real test is yet to
come, howver.  If this new campaign and its
homosexual subtext elicit the same spike in
admissions as they have in gay jokes on cam-
pus, then we’ll know it’s done its job.
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The Purchase Independent is a non-
profit newspaper, paid for by the mandato-
ry student activity fee.

The Independent welcomes submis-
sions from the readers. We are an open
forum for campus issues and comments
about The Independent’s coverage. We
accept letters, articles, comics, ads, and
event listsings.

The deadline for submissions to be con-
sidered for publication in the following
issue is Tuesdays at eight. After that, you
must bribe us with candy.
Publication of submissions is not guar-
enteed, but subject to the discretion of of
the editors. 

We prefer that submissions come to us
e l e c t r o n i c a l l y. Our e-mail address is:
P u r c h a s e I n d y @ G m a i l . c o m B a c k p a g e
quotes can be left in the Back Page box, a
makeshift container nailed to the wall out-
side the Media Board Office, which is locat-
ed on the first floor of Campus Center
North, room 1011.

Finally, no anonymous submissions will
be considered. Instead they will be used as
research from a focus group discussing
how best to market Purchase. Think wide
open, don’t send them.

LETTERS TO
THE INDY

The administration is often heard saying that
Purchase needs beautification.  What campus officials
don't realize is that this campus is a giant turd.  The
hammocks represent an attempt at polishing this giant
turd, but the fact of the matter is that you can buff it,
paint it, mold it like clay and apply fragrance to it, how-
ever, it will always be a giant turd.

I suggest that we should halt these futile exertions at
beautification and begin to embrace our campus for
what it really is: ugly.  Why not replace every single
hammock with a port-a-shitter?  Instead of wasting
money on a student services building, why not build a
mono-rail or a peat bog that encompasses this land of
higher academia?  If the campus looks like shit, smells
like shit, why not unify the senses and wire the entire
campus with shitty music.  A synaesthesia of shit.

In a time and place that endorses individuality with a
hue of overt expression, we are subjecting ourselves to
being pigeonholed as to not being beautiful enough.
Not only are we being forced these messages sublimi-
nally by various forms of television and print media, we
are now being bestowed this disesteeming at the hands
of campus officials.  Face it SUNY Purchase, you might
have a new student services building and a new dorm
under construction, however you're still a giant turd with
a monkey lurking in the grassy knoll waiting to assassi-
nate you with a handfull of projectile feces.

-Shit Throwing Monkey

-------------

With Valentine’s Day around the corner, it’s time to look
for that special way to proclaim your feelings to the ones
you love.  As submitted by Lizz Hickey, we heartily rec-
ommend the Law & Order: SVU valentines, available
online.

"R. Kotur" may have thought he was being funny and
politically astute with "Diary of a Confused Freshman,"
his transparent "satire" of a now-deleted internet post
made by a good friend of mine, but to one more
informed about what has actually gone on, it only comes
off as ignorant. It's hard to pinpoint which aspect of this
article was the most offensive.

Was it promotion of the tired, obnoxious stereotype
of all Southerners as a bunch of racist rednecks? Like
any stereotype, the crude, illiterate red-state hick thing
does get old very fast, and its usage doesn't do much to
help the snooty, espresso-gulping blue-state stereotype
either.

Was it the author's idea that Benito wouldn't have hit
or been otherwise cruel to Dave and Andrew unless
they were wearing blatant racist apparel? Most real neo-
Nazis these days are far more likely to wear
Abercrombie shirts or Armani suits than overt symbols
of hate.

Was it the article's implication that Dave and Andrew
listen to racist bands, but are too dumb to realize it? 

No, the most troublesome aspect of this article is its
seeming belief that it is acceptable to commit acts of vio-
lence against people whose presumed views, style of
dress, or taste in music are offensive to
you, because they "brought it on themselves" after all—
which just happens to be a cornerstone of bigoted
thought and is extremely hypocritical for a piece meant
to denounce racism. Does this also mean insecure
straight men are allowed to beat up apparently-gay
males who happen to glance at them in a way they
deem uncomfortable?—because it's the same kind of
logic at work. There is a world of difference between
wishing you could punch someone in the face for a com-
ment that strikes you as highly offensive, and actually
punching someone in the face because you assume
they must make such comments. It doesn't matter what
your beliefs are: no one has the right to be proactively
violent toward others simply for disagreeing with them.
Being an asshole defies all boundaries.

-Leia Caldoran

-------------
Remember, if you are picking colleges, Purchase is
thinking wide open, ready and waiting for your long and
tightly packed portfolio. Our Admissions office will bend
over backwards to make sure your entry is smooth and
enjoyable. Give our campus a call and recieve a mouth-
ful from our willing staff.   SUNY Purchase: We're ready
for you so come on in!

-Ryan

Send Your Letters to PurchaseIndy@Gmail.com

THE LITERARY S O C I E T Y PRESENTS ROBERT J. SEIDMAN @ 7PM IN CLEARVIEW LOUNGE ON T H U R S D AY - WOMEN'S BASKETBALL IS PLAYING D'YOUVILLE COLLEGE @ 2PM



INDY REVIEW:
Hollywood Awards

Season
By Kristin Whitcomb

With the plethora of movies that came out
over the past month (just in time for awards
season) it can get a tad confusing for moviego-
ers. Especially we college kids, who really don’t
want to spend ten big ones on a movie that
ends up a let down. Lucky for you, I spent more
time in the movie theater than at home over
break (in the boonies, movies range from 3-5
bucks so it’s not quite the bank buster as it is
here in White Plains). So here to help is the
Indy’s Blockbuster Meltdown, with everything
you need to know about the major movies of
the holiday season. 

Brokeback Mountain – Worth all the hype.
Beautifully shot, wonderfully acted, and the
score is breathtakingly haunting. Heath Ledger
as Ennis Del Mar brings new meaning to the
word “taciturn” as a strong and silent cowboy
struggling with his sexuality. Michelle Williams
was surprisingly brilliant as Ennis’ wife, Alma.  I
always thought of her as just the other
Dawson’s Creek girl, but watching her emotion-
al struggle with her husband’s secret over the
years earned my respect and admiration. Jake
Gyllenhall is Jack Twist, Ennis’ lover and best
friend, who yearns for a ranch of their own
where they can live and love in peace. The two
met while sheep herding in the sixties on the
eponymous Brokeback Mountain and return
there for “fishing trips” over the years to get
away from their wives and children and return
to their true selves. My only quibble is that Anne
Hathaway, Jack’s Texan socialite wife Lureen,
should have gotten much more screen time.
Culminating in heartbreaking tragedy, this
movie will stay with you long after you leave the
movie theater.

C a p o t e –Heath Ledger got gyped at the
Golden Globes when Philip Seymour Hoffman
won for Best Actor in a Drama. There is an
enormous difference in studying the person
you’re portraying and mimicking their every
movement and gesture and studying the per-
son and then bringing something new to the
portrayal. The former takes work and the latter 

Continued on Page 6...

ON SAT U R D AY - WILD TURKEYS CAN FLY AND OFTEN NEST IN TREES. -  THE NAT U R A L AND SOCIAL SCIENCE LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS THOMAS MURRAY, PRESIDENT O F

B o o k s t o re Re l o c at i o n :
Put Your Walking Shoes On

By Adam Tyrrell

This time next year, imagine yourself on
break from class.  It’s 4:30, the class runs until
six, and you have ten minutes to refresh your-
self.  You could grab a coffee from the Hub, but
between the walking distance and the long
lines you probably won’t be back before your
professor continues her lecture. Terre Ve is a
shorter distance, but again, you’re running
against the clock.   What do you do?  While the
current option would be to go to the bookstore,
as early as next year, that could cease to be an
option.

According to President Thomas Schwarz
in an interview held on Monday, the bookstore
will be relocated to the retail area of the current-
ly unnamed resident hall behind Outback.
Although many students may remember the
rumors last year of such corporate companies
like the GAP or Starbucks occupying the space,
President Schwarz in a meeting with his cabi-
net a few weeks ago decided that it would be
“bookstore” that would complete the planned
“destination area” of the campus.

“There’s a lack of a center, an area of cam-
pus that is after hours, off-duty, where students
can hang out,” President Schwarz said,
explaining his vision of an area that, allied with
the Student Center, would be a positive place
for students to go to at night and on the week-
ends.  A place, Schwarz explained, in which
students could go from a show at the student
center and continue their night at an after-hours
lounge area in the bookstore.  If this doesn’t
sound anything like the current bookstore,
there’s a reason for it.

“The bookstore won’t be the same as it is
now, it’ll have a cafe-area for people to study
and relax,” President Schwarz said, “like
Borders.”

C u r r e n t l y, Barnes and Noble College
Booksellers, a subsidiary company of Barnes
and Noble that has been contracted by the
Purchase College Association (PCA) for the
past three years, manage the bookstore.
Under the direction of Bill Guerrero, the PCA is
the organization responsible for maintaining

contracts with all outside service providers,
including Commerce Bank, CBORD, and
Chartwells. Although the building area itself is
owned by the College, the way the bookstore
currently looks and is built is due to the PCA’s
initial capital investment of $440,000 five years
ago--an investment that will be finally paid off
this year.  Coinciding with the PCA’s repay-
ment, the contract with Barnes and Noble
College Booksellers will expire this year as
well.   However, Bill Guerrero believes moving
the bookstore to the new residential building
“will decrease the leverage for a contract
renewal.”  This would effectively invest the
money planned for future projects in the current
location like “self-operating the store” and “put-
ting in a full-scale coffee bar with seating in the
open upper body” into building the new store.  

As well, it would eliminate plans to lower
book prices by creating a “hybrid online pres-
ence in the marketplace.”

“It’s kind of like finally paying off a 5-year
car loan and then going out and buying a new
car and financing it immediately,” Guerrero
said.

Schwarz disagreed with Guerrero, saying
there would be more leverage (meaning
money) for the bookstore if there were a bid-
ding war between companies rather than rene-
gotiating with Barnes and Noble College
Booksellers.  But Guerrero disagreed upon
reviewing Schwarz’ comments, saying “there’s
no financial leverage with the store moving
because it’ll be based on investment and year-
ly commission.” 

Yearly commission is of course based on
sales, 30% - 40% of which relies on conven-
ience items, like cigarettes and drinks students
purchase between classes.

This was a concern of both the PCA and
the committee assembled in early November of
Fall 2005.  The committee recognized that
because of the location of the new residential
building relative to the rest of campus, students
who lived in the apartments would be less like-
ly to purchase convenience goods.
Furthermore, since the new location would be
located in and around the residence halls and
away from the mall itself, commuter students
would feel alienated and again, not purchase
goods from the store. Guerrero reiterated this

Continued on Page 7...
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INDY EXCLUSIVE

Hell or High Water:
Rebuilding New Orleans

Earlier this month, more than two dozen
Purchase students contributed to relief efforts in
the disaster-stricken city of New Orleans. Hell or
High Water is an ongoing series of stories The

Independent will be publishing about the people
who are rebuilding this great American city.

If Walls Could Talk
By Jessie LaBarbera

“If walls could talk" would be a great
phrase for New Orleans. It should be the city's
motto. Every house has a history in any city, in
any country, but New Orleans is a bit different.
Even after the first owner moves out and on
with their life and the pictures are taken down,
the presence of past lives is settled into the
walls, hanging from the ceiling. 

This holds true for New Orleans especial-
ly; it is known for having one of the largest pop-
ulations of native residents. Generations of
families line blocks and fill neighborhoods,
keeping their feet planted firmly on the ground.
When the hurricane hit, many didn't want to
leave simply because they had nowhere to go.
Their whole family lived in New Orleans.

Even pre-Katrina, there was a great need
to preserve and renovate historic housing in
almost every neighborhood in New Orleans.
Now, there is more urgency to save these hous-
es that lived a million lives. The houses that
were flooded but still able to be fixed are in dan-
ger of being bulldozed if some city planners get
their way. All the stories, all the memories will
be torn down and discarded. An organization
(along with many others), after Katrina, is in a
heavier battle than ever to ensure these hous-
es remain in New Orleans for generations.

The organization that is helping to save
historic housing is the Preservation Resource
Center, started in 1974. It is a non-profit organ-
ization whose purpose is to, according to the
center, "promote preservation of New Orleans'
historic architecture by expanding the con-
stituency that understands the economic, cul-
tural and aesthetic importance of historic
preservation, and by involving citizens in
preservation projects and services that
enhance living in New Orleans." 

Hurricane Katrina slightly altered this mis-
sion, but shed light on what they were trying to
accomplish before the storm.

The organization works a few different
ways. One way they help is by purchasing a
house, renovating it, and then selling it, usually
privately. Patty Gay, executive director of the
center, says she usually likes to "sell to first
time homeowners," giving them a chance to
own a historic house and appreciate it, instead
of buying it just to re-sell and make profit.

When Katrina struck in August of 2005
thousands and thousands of houses were left
rotting and molding. Along with Acorn and
Habitat for Humanity, the Preservation

Resource Center stepped in and started help-
ing people preserve their historic houses and
help them move back in. Sarah Bonnette, an
employee of the PRC, said they had to "modify
programs in order to accommodate the people
who were effected by the hurricane."

The Preservation Resource Center is the
opposite of organizations like Habitat for
Humanity; while Habitat builds houses from the
ground up, the PRC works on houses already
standing so people may move into these hous-
es with long histories and still have a safe place
for themselves and their families.            

In the Center's headquarters are buckets
for homeowners that will help them clean out
their houses. Volunteers even go around neigh-
borhoods and give buckets to people , along
with tips to keep themselves safe during the
cleaning process. When speaking with Patty
Gay about the possible demolition of many
houses in the area, she said she was waiting to
see what houses they want to demolish before
sending out more volunteers.

There are also workshops for homeown-
ers to help them learn how to clean out their
flooded houses and also how to buy and reno-
vate historic houses. Patty Gay said, "I wish we
could do these workshops every day, but I
know the staff would hate that!"

The organization gets its money from
donations and also from selling the houses.
After Katrina, HGTV donated $50,000 to the
PRC which was used to help preserve houses
that were nearly destroyed by the flood.

In a report made by Patty Gay on
September 7th, 2005 it is stated that after the
flood, it was noted that Pontchartrain Park suf-
fered much flooding. This park was built in 1950
and intended for African American home-buy-
ers, who make up a majority of the population
in New Orleans. By the time Katrina hit, the
neighborhood had reached historic status. The
town was looking to be designated in the
National Register, especially after the blow it
took from Katrina.

The PRC provides first time home-buyers
with a chance to own a piece of history and
gives them an opportunity to continue that his-
tory even in the face of disaster.

INDY EDITORIAL

Think Harder
By David Nora Jr.

Tuesday afternoon, a small crowd includ-
ing faculty members and older affiliates of
Purchase College slowly filed into the Recital
Hall of the Performing Arts Center. The atten-
dees quietly conversed with each other. A
handful of Purchase students were among the
attendees. As the crowd talked, a podium and a
lighted screen stood on the tranquil stage
before them. The peach-background screen
read “Purchase College, State University of
New York, BRAND.”

This word, BRAND, would be the engine
that would ignite the two hour launch of
Purchase’s new website, an interactive instru-
ment filled with brighter colors compiled onto a
white background, a fresher look than the old
website. The website features true portraits of
Purchase students with their own artwork. The
slogan “Think Wide Open” greets each
prospective student and welcomes them to
explore a unique and creative student body.

As well the updated Purchase pamphlet
promotes an extraordinary community with real
student photos. The same peach-background
from the screen on stage would remain reading
“How Would You Describe Yourself?” Inside,
Purchase asks if you are “Disciplined and
Focused,” yet “Flexible and Curious” and
“Seeking Alternate Paths” but “Seeking a
Secure Future?” Again “Think Wide Open”
would appear but instruct interested students
that Purchase is a compelling mix of both
Liberal Arts and Conservatory students. 

One year of the Purchase marketing com-
mittee and an integrated marketing and adver-
tising company, Media Logic, would administer
a geo-demographic study, a competitive audit,
focus groups, a communications audit, and cre-
ative research to spend $400,000 dollars of
investment money to create the latest website
and pamphlet. The website can be used at the
end of this week, according to Ladouceur. A

Continued on Page 7...
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WAS STANDING ONLY A FEW FEET AWAY FROM GARFIELD WHEN HE WAS SHOT, AND ARRIVED ON THE SCENE IN BUFFALO JUST MOMENTS AFTER MCKINLEY F E L L -  T W I L I G H T

Continued from Page 4...
takes talent. Hoffman and Jamie Foxx in “Ray”
are in the first category, Cate Blanchet in “The
Aviator” as Kate Hepburn and Joaquin Phoenix
in “Walk the Line” as Johnny Cash are in the
second. Catherine Keener as Capote’s best
friend Harper Lee (author of “To Kill A
Mockingbird”) is wonderful and at times the dia-
logue is witty and humorous, but for the most
part this film is a slow moving bore. I love
Hoffmann in everything else (especially as the
nebbish assistant in “Boogie Nights”) and
Capote wrote “Breakfast at Tiffany’s” which has
a special spot in my heart, but this movie, and 
Hoffman’s characterization of the famed author,
Truman Capote, as he writes his classic “In
Cold Blood” about midwestern murderers is a
gigantic yawn. I think Hollywood and the film
industry has a tendency to reward actors for
changing their appearance and/or playing a
famous figure, even if those performances
don’t necessarily deserve the accolades.

The Producers – Now, I have a confession to
make: I never saw the original movie, or the
Broadway version. That being said, I loved this
version. I went into the theater not knowing
anything about the story and was more than
pleasantly surprised. Nathan Lane as the
scheming Max Bialystock reduced to schtup-
ping old Park Avenue biddies to fund his latest
production is hilarious as always. That man is
one of the modern comedic geniuses – he mas-
ters the dramatic pause. Uma Thurman as Ulla,
the sexy Swedish bombshell belts out “If You’ve
Got It, Flaunt It” with flair and acts like she’s
been doing it for years. Matthew Broderick
annoys me in pretty much everything except
“Ferris Bueller,” but I adored him in this as the
nebbish accountant who just wants to be a pro-
ducer. Gary Beach and Roger Bart are hilarious
in “Keep it Gay” and Jai Rodriguez from Queer
Eye makes a brief appearance! Will Ferrell, as
the Nazi playwright Franz Liebkin is ridiculous-
ly funny and will make you fall out of your seat
with laughter. Again, I can’t say how it stands
up to the other versions, but this is a great
laugh and you’ll leave the theater humming. 

Memoirs of a Geisha – Based on the best-
seller by Arthur Golden, this was one of the
most beautiful films I’ve seen in a long time.
The cinematography was astounding, as was

the score. Some have criticized Geisha for
Pan-Asian casting – set in Japan, only one of
the actors is actually Japanese. My one criti-
cism is that the voice over was in pigeon
English–which I suppose makes sense,
because they all don’t speak the same lan-
guage, but it took away from the movie and I
wish it was in subtitles. A very enjoyable movie,
even if you haven’t read the novel. 

Rumor Has It – I’m a huge Jennifer Aniston
fan. She is just the cute girl next door and has
such a nice vibe about her that you just want to
like her. But her performance in this clunker
about whether or not “The Graduate” was
based on a real Pasadena family is mediocre
and flat. Kevin Costner as the paunchy, middle
aged version who is supposedly a grown up
Benjamin Braddock is someone Ben would
have hated – a corporate whore who gets
women who might be his daughters drunk and
sleeps with them. Creepy. Mark Ruffalo is
adorable as always, though.

The Squid and the Whale – Laura Linney and
Jeff Daniels star as an affluent NYC couple in
the 80’s who go through a messy divorce with
their two adolescent sons. This screenplay is
brilliant beyond words – the characters are
supremely well written and the dialogue will
make you want to laugh and cry simultaneous-
ly. The younger son is magnificent and you will
want to slap Jeff Daniels’ character across the
face for being such an intolerable asshole.
Sadly the older son takes after him but is
redeemed in the end. Laura Linney is one of
the most underrated actresses of our time. A
breathtaking indie film. 

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19) This week size matters
as Aries all around discover that bigness is key
to Cygnus. This could be good news if you
were, I dunno, looking to throw lots of stuff into
a gaping space vacuum. 

Taurus (Apr 20-May 20) Cosmic alignment
urges all Taurus’s to give precisely what they
get this week. Not only does this banish all
arguments of injustice, but it also means no
having to settle for halfsies.    

Gemini (May 21-June 20) Speaking in only
cliché metaphors this week is your ticket to
happiness.

Cancer (June 21-July 22) A healthy reliance
on science is one way to accomplish great
feats in the upcoming week. Another way is to
steal celebrated dead people’s published
ideas.  

Leo (July 23-Aug 22) Remembering the child-
hood notion of “opposite day,” give “opposite
week” a shot and do the opposite of whatever
a Leo would do. Would a Leo follow this horo-
scope? Hmm?

Virgo (Aug 23-Sept 22) There is no problem
that cannot be simultaneously caused and
solved by a lack of eggs. Deliberate and exper-
iment.

Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22) A certain brand of
skepticism will plague your ability for creative
imagination this week, Libra. Wearing proper
protective gear may do you well. Thinking caps
optional. 

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21) The coming week
will make confrontation unavoidable as there is
no escaping the core of your deep-seated
yearning for make-up sex. 

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21) Da Vinci once
said that the height of sophistication and ele-
gance lies in simplicity. This, from the guy who
invented the helicopter. That in mind, you have
an easy week ahead of you, Sagittarius. 

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19) Choose your anti-
role models this week and follow a strict regi-
ment of how you don’t want to live your life.
Learning from their mistakes as well as your
own will establish a richer horizon on your path
of self-realization.

Aquarius (Jan 20- Feb 18) As much as it may
feel counterproductive, be generous with your
beneficial brilliant ideas and share them with a
motivated colleague. Your cosmic reward will
bring a far greater satisfaction than any A&E
biography.

Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20) At times the hardest
things to do are the simplest gestures. This
week, reconsider how real these hurdles are. In
labeling these difficulties as “imagined” you will
find that in practice, they become anything but.  

Brought to you by
Sable Yong



“Think Again” from Page 4...
time when the pamphlets would be sent to
prospective students and placed throughout
the campus is unknown. 

But will the website and pamphlet be effec-
tive to grab a fresh batch of prospective stu-
dents?

Well, according to Ladouceur, 98% of
prospective students experience college on
websites. If that is true or not, I still feel highly
imposed to the “bigger and better” website and
pamphlet. Purchase College is not the best
looking campus in America and not the most
highly regarded campus either. And that is
something an advertising team cannot cover up
using one superior aspect of Purchase.

The only approach to choosing the right
college is to go on a campus visit. And I guess
bricks upon bricks are not going to suddenly
give high school students the greatest image
for the “perfect college.” I know I had second
thoughts about choosing Purchase College.

But when I actually moved in and spent a few
weeks here at Purchase, I fell in love. And I
know other students fell in love just as well. You
just have to give this place some time and it will
grow on you.

But how can you demonstrate this to
prospective students? I do not believe an
expensive website and pamphlet that describes
our diverse student body would be enough to
draw new students. I guess the pamphlet is
fine, but I do believe that if you are going to fix
the Purchase website, the only reason is for the
student body currently attending the college.
The old website was very problematic; it was
difficult to find what you were looking for and it
was a bit nauseating to look at. The administra-
tion could have made the old website more
simplistic and refreshing to look at and use the
time and money to help with reconstructing the
Mall. 

“Bookstore” from Page 3...
point when interviewed, “initial loss of traffic 
during the middle of the day will reduce the
convenience items sales.”

However, the long term plan for the mall
does not include the current library-mailroom-
bookstore configuration to remain the center of
campus.  The mall renovation that will occur
within the next five years includes the entrance
of the library changed from its current location
to one facing the Student Services building.
Schwarz explained that the area, pinned
between both Campus Center North and
Campus Center South, would hopefully
become a town square of student activity. The
problem with such an idea
though, is that while the book-
store would be moved within
the next year, the mall renova-
tion will not be completed until
far later, thereby leaving the
campus without a center of
activity. The empty location in
the bookstore’s wake will not
be filled, according to
President Schwarz, until the
findings of a as yet created
planning group determine its
best use.  In other words, the
space will be empty for the
foreseeable year, surrounded
by the mailroom and the
library.

A few students, when told of the impending
change, expressed outrage over the move.                                                              

Leah DeRivan-Keppe, senior cinema stud-
ies/women studies, replied to the planned relo-
cation of the bookstore by saying “You can buy
your text books, get your mail, and read those
books at the Library.  It’s perfect. And if I forget
my pen for class, I can buy one at the book-
store also.”

Faith Jones, sophomore journalism and
Tr e a s u r e r / Vice President of the Commuter
Student Association, said, “I think if the book-
store got relocated to behind Outback, it’ll be

bullshit because there is no reason for com-
muters to be there, let alone people who live in
the New or the Olde.”

President Schwarz anticipates a negative
reaction to the move, citing “there are students
who are opposed to change.  I don’t think that’s
necessarily a bad thing; they are invested in the
institution.”

There are students who will complain
about any change on campus.  However, it
comes to question why an established area in
the center of campus that is already paid for
and in the position to make productive changes
in the interest of students, would need to
move—especially since one of these changes,

the cafe-- is on the President’s
agenda.  Effectively, instead of
creating a “destination,” or a
center of student interaction,
the bookstore’s planned reloca-
tion “makes the campus lop-
sided,” as said by PSGA
President Jeff Stein. 

And though President
Schwarz said in the interview
that, “we are doing things in an
open way, asking for student
input,” the only input that was
asked for on the behalf of the
students was that of PSGA
President Jeff Stein in the
developmental process, this

reporter, and PSGA Chair of the Senate Emily
O’Leary in the previously mentioned commit-
tee—all of whom are PCA members opposed to
the change.

Currently, there is a meeting scheduled
between President Schwarz, PSGA President
J e ff Stein, and Lynn Mahoney, Interim
Associate Provost for Integrative Learning, for
the 15th of February.  If you don’t want to see
the bookstore relocation happen, or have any
concerns or questions, please email either Jeff
Stein at Jeffrey.Stein@purchase.edu, or this
reporter at psga.outback@purchase.edu, your
concerns will beaddressed at this meeting.

OF THE IDOL WITH CHANTILLY AND DANNY GOLEB PERFORM  AT THE STUDENT CENTER AT 8:00PM ON FEBRUARY 4TH -  PURCHASEINDY@GMAIL.COM

Share It With 
Sue Ellen

By Sue Ellen Rockcliffe

Sue Ellen,
I dated this girl for a few days last semes-

ter. I thought things were going great, but then
she dumped me. I understand that the relation-
ship is over, but every time I see her in class,
she never says a word to me. Sue Ellen, why
does she hate me?

-Baffled in Big Haus

Dear Baffled,
I think you should ask yourself, “Why did

she dump me in the first place?” Was it an
obnoxious personality trait? Was it something
you said, or was it “just her” (we all know that
line)? Also, you mentioned that the two of you
dated for a “few days.” When you say “a few
days,” do you mean a week? Two weeks? If
you really mean a few days, maybe you should
ask yourself if you were really dating at all. 

After you’ve answered these questions,
then maybe you will be able to figure out why
she hates you.

Thanks for Sharing!
Love, Sue Ellen

Dear Sue Ellen,
My boyfriend goes to school eight hours

away from here, so to keep me satisfied while
we are apart, he bought me “The Rabbit” for
Christmas. I’ve heard good things about it, but
so far I haven’t been able to really get into it. Or
get it into me, rather. How do I get ‘motivated’
so that my boyfriend doesn’t think that I don’t
like his gift?

-Bad Vibes in Alumni Village

Dear Bad Vibes,
Well, that’s quite a thing to “Share with

Sue Ellen,” but I am here for you, and boy can
I relate! “The Rabbit” is a great way to keep
yourself busy while your boyfriend is away, but
if you’re a beginner it can be a bit tricky. Maybe
you should visit a store that sells other items
like this and ask the clerk to recommend a
smaller variant to start off with. Everyone
knows you have to walk before you can run!

I must caution you though, after getting
used to your new toys, you may find upon
returning to your boyfriend’s bed that things are
less than satisfying.

Thanks for Sharing!
Love, Sue Ellen

Thanks for sharing all those burning ques-
tions with me; I hope I’ve helped clear things
up! Remember, if you have a smoldering issue
that you can’t deal with on your own, share it
with Sue Ellen!  

Email SueEllen.Rockcliffe@gmail.com



Kent has had boobs

a.m. breakups

Smile, God loves you. 
And you know what else? 

Hoobers love you too. 

the gag rule should apply to all
auditers at purchase, esp. the ones

who can't remember the basic rules of
hygiene but somehow manage to

remember to always hate america no
matter what

“What? You think I need your
help just becuase I’m a

w o m a n ! ”
” Yo u ’ re a man.”

F a b g a y z i o  < 3 ’ s  _  _  _

I f  y o u  d o n ’ t  l i k e  u s ,  do n ’ t  c o m e  u p
h e r e

Don’t say such things when she
has fluids in her mouth.

Look for Casey in the WWE! Beeotch!

The Energizer Bunny got arrested for 
battery! 
-Jess. P 

"bitches don't talk shit" lil john

Is it me or does the “M” seem to
be missing from Mtv?

I’d have wet dreams if I could
s l e e p ! !

Hubvision, television you can eat!

Oh I get it it! The werewolves are
the black people and the vampires

are the white people!

“Break a leg!” to all the 
Winter’s Tale cast and crew

"bruna is scrumptious."

J u s t  b e ca u s e  y o u ’ r e  fa t
d o e s n ’t  m e a n  we  h a v e  t o

c a r e

A : your nose is rather phallic.
D: Yeah. They like that

I like his meat 

“Bankers don’t have unions!”
“Why?”

“Because they’re scumbags.”

When God gives you AIDS, 
Make Lemonaids.

Rudegrrl: They don't taste bad, some dental
dams are flavo r e d .

The Professor: Why would I want to taste that? I
wanna taste va g i n a !

Happy Bday Cheryl and Simone 

To the people who threatened us in
last week’s backpage:
we fucked your mother

<3, F325

W hippo orw i l l  t a l on s rock .  
S i nce re ly ,  The  Pro phylac t i c Es che lo ns .  

I love you Miguel!! There... I said it.
-J.M. 

Babysitter needed for Harrison family:
"Occasional babysitter needed on weekdays
and/or Sat nights for our 6 month old baby.
We live in Harrison and can provide trans-

portation if needed.  We are looking for
someone with infant experience who can

provide good references.  We are very flexi-
ble and will offer competitive pay. 

Please contact Jodi if you are interested at
chasej818@yahoo.com."

welcome MiMi welcome 

so... new logo and motto, but goatse is still
our mascot, right? F just beat Starwars  

Hey hoe-bag, if you have
something to say to me, say

it to my face... mmmk?

The Moses

Be friends with Crasey
cuz she can drop 

kick you

Semen on the face prevents
aging. Thanks Nip/Tuck!

pretty boys carry knives <3

Bush needs to “abdicate”

unless you're dave matthews, put the guitar
down

I love how everyone complains
about freshman. What, did you skip

your first year? 

Halliburton? Enron? What’s the connection? 
DICK CHENEY.

I want a CUPCAKE!!!!

You gotta get a chandalier!

Want to buy mark. cosmetics
and accessories? contact 
lauren.raia@purchase.edu!! 

Jane is my hoe! Mickey back off!

You were riding a cannibal? 

Ma-ma-ma-ma-mallomars

What the hell 
happeneD

to Nickelodeon?!? To the non-third floor resident who
puked in our bathroom: go home and
ask your mother what courtesy is and
when you are there ask her how her

ass feels. 

FINE, don’t hold the door for me!! Jerk!!!

CSW2 BLOWS

Now 22% Less Vulgar... The Purchase Independent


